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Problem 5.1 – Mollow triplet (8 points)
In the calculation by Mollow of the spectrum of resonance fluorescence, one
needs the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Bloch equations. (i) Justify from
the set of Bloch equations the following characteristic equation
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where " is a (possibly complex) eigenvalue whose real part gives the decay
rate associated with the eigenvector. The parameters here are the decay rate
!/2 for the atomic dipole, ! for the populations, Rabi frequency !, detuning
" = #L ! #A.

(ii) Show that Eq.(5.1) has at least one real solution "0 – this one gives the
linewidth of the central peak in the Mollow triplet. Calculate "0 in the limiting
cases ! " 0 and !2 + "2 # !2.

(iii) From the cubic equation (5.1), find a condition that the other two eigen-
values "r, "b are complex. Argue that they are complex conjugates of each other
– in that case, the spectrum has two side peaks (called “red” and “blue” line)
that are separate from the central peak. Calculate their linewidths in the limit-
ing case !2 + "2 # !2.

Problem 5.2 – Quantum theory of the laser (6 points)
In the lecture, we have seen the following super-operator that describes an
elementary pumping event for a microlaser

M! [$]! $ = cos(g%&̂)$ cos(g%&̂)! $ + (g%)2a† sinc(g%&̂)$ sinc(g%&̂)a (5.2)

where &̂ =
$

n̂ + 1 and n̂ = a†a is the photon number operator. (i) Expand
this (super)operator for small values of g%&̂ up to the fourth order and average
the result over an exponential distribution of interaction times % with average
value %̄ . Show that this leads to
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where the parameters G = 2(g%̄)2, B = 2(g%̄)4 are related to gain and gain
saturation.

(ii) Give the Lindblad operator for gain. Check that Eq.(5.3) preserves the
trace of $. (Note: gain saturation is not in Lindblad form.)

(iii) Add the Lindblad operator for loss (probability per pumping cycle ')
and try to find the stationary state of the microlaser by solving M! [$]+ loss[$] =

$. Derive a recurrence relation for the diagonal matrix elements pn = %n|$|n& in
the number state basis.

Problem 5.3 – A simple Fokker-Planck equation (6 points)
For a single field mode with frequency #c and damping rate ', one can formu-
late with suitable approximations a phase-space description. The quantum state
of the mode can be described by a function W (x, p, t) called Wigner function
that depends on two quadrature variables x and p (both are dimensionless). Its
equation of motion is a so-called Fokker-Planck equation
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(i) Interpret the terms in this equation, drawing the analogy to statistical me-
chanics in phase space.

(ii) We want to find the stationary solution to this equation and switch to
polar coordinates r, ) in the phase space plane. Remember the angular momen-
tum operator to conclude that the left-hand side involves #c(". In the following,
we use that the stationary solution is radially symmetric (does not depend on
)).

(iii) Make a gaussian Ansatz for the stationary solution and show that it is
given by
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Normalize the solution. Fix D in the classical limit by the requirement that
Wss(x, p) reproduces the Boltzmann distribution. In the units chosen here, the
energy of the mode is E = 1

2 h̄#c(x2 + p2). This is the classical Einstein relation.
(iv) [5 bonus points] This approach reproduces quantum fluctuations if the

value for D is appropriately chosen. From the commutator [x, p] = i, you can fix
the expected value for the variance %x2& in the ground state of the field mode.
With the rule (similar for %pk&

%xk& =
%

dx dp xk W (x, p), k = 0, 1, . . . (5.6)

and the gaussian solution (5.5), fix D: this is the quantum Einstein relation.
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